Illuminating protein interactions in tissue using confocal and two-photon excitation fluorescent resonance energy transfer microscopy.
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) remains the most common cause of death in persons under age 45 in the Western world. One of the principal determinants of morbidity and mortality following TBI is traumatic axonal injury (TAI). Current hypotheses on the pathogenesis of TAI involve activation of apoptotic cascades secondary to TBI. While a number of studies have demonstrated direct evidence for the activation of apoptotic cascades in TAI, the precise pathway by which these cascades are initiated remains a subject of intense investigation. As axolemmal disruption with the subsequent intra-axonal influx of large molecular weight species has been demonstrated to occur in relation to local axonal breakdown, attention has focused on cascades that may occur as a result of loss of ionic homeostasis. One proposed pathway by which this has been hypothesized to occur is the Ca(2+)-mediated activation of calmodulin and subsequent activation of the phosphatase calcineurin with dephosphorylation of a protein known as BAD, leading to a proapoptotic interaction between BAD and the mitochondrial protein Bcl-xL. While this pathway is an intriguing route for traumatic axonal pathogenesis, neither conventional immunocytochemical/histochemical nor ultrastructural approaches have had the capacity to shed insight on whether BAD and Bcl-xL interact in TAI in vivo. We describe the implementation of confocal and two-photon excitation fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) microscopy techniques through which we demonstrate interaction between the proapoptotic protein BAD and the prosurvival protein Bcl-xL within TAI following TBI. Further, we report on a method to reliably detect protein interactions within aldehyde fixed tissue sections through conventional immunohistochemical approaches.